Experience More
Classes for Youth & Adults
REGISTER ONLINE
IVYTECH.EDU/CLL
This is our preferred method for registration and payment! Please visit ivytech.edu/cll to register and pay for classes.

BY MAIL: Complete the registration form in the catalog and mail with payment to: Center for Lifelong Learning (address below).

BY PHONE OR FAX: Give us a call and we can help you register and pay for classes. (see contact info below).

OFFICE & ADDRESS
The Center for Lifelong Learning
122 S Walnut Street
Bloomington, IN 47404
Phone: (812) 330-4400
Fax: (812) 330-6201
lifelonglearning@ivytech.edu

CLASS LOCATIONS
BELL TRACE SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITY
800 N Bell Trace Circle, Bloomington 47408
BLOOMINGTON COOKING SCHOOL
115 N College Avenue, Bloomington 47404
BURTON KIMBLE FARMS
2058 E County Road 800 N, Orleans 47452
INDIANA CENTER FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES
501 N Profile Parkway, Bloomington 47404
IVY TECH MAIN CAMPUS
200 Daniels Way, Bloomington 47404
IVY TECH IVY TECH WALDRON
122 S Walnut Street, Bloomington 47404
KARST FARM PARK
2450 S Endwright Rd, Bloomington 47403
OMOSAICO STUDIOS
739 N Oolitic Drive, Bloomington 47404
PALS
7644 W Elwren Road, Bloomington 47403

$ IVY SENIORS
Classes listed with an IVY SENIOR reduced rate are for learners age 65 or older.

ADULT AND YOUTH CLASSES
Students must be 16 years old to participate in adult classes. Youth classes specify ages/grade levels.

INCLEMENT WEATHER
The Center for Lifelong Learning follows the Ivy Tech Bloomington campus procedure for emergency cancellation of classes. We will do our best to inform all students as soon as possible in case of a rare cancellation. If we're open and you're not able to travel to class, please call us.

REGISTER EARLY / CANCELLATIONS
Timely registration ensures that every listed course continues to be offered. If there are not enough registrations by the registration deadline, the course may be canceled. If you have registered for a course and it is canceled, you will receive an email notification from us a week before the class was scheduled to begin along with a full refund. Additionally, most programs have limited available space. After the registration deadline, please call or email for availability.

FEE REMISSION
Ivy Tech faculty and staff are eligible for fee remission. Access the form online at ivytech.edu/cll. This form must be filled before you can register for a class.

REFUND POLICY
If you need to cancel your registration, please contact us at least 7 days before the first class meeting to receive a full refund or credit. If you paid with a check please expect two weeks for us to process this refund. No refunds or credits will be issued after this time except for documented emergencies.

SUBSTITUTION POLICY
The Center for Lifelong Learning reserves the right to use substitute instructors and alternate facilities and schedules when necessary.

DISABILITY SUPPORT SERVICES
Ivy Tech Community College provides accommodations for persons with documented disabilities in accordance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Students who have, or think they may have a disability (e.g. psychiatric, attention, learning, vision, hearing, physical, or systemic), may so indicate on their registration form and are encouraged to reach out with any specific questions or concerns. All information is confidential.

YOUTH IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENTS
For all youth program participants a parent or guardian must attest that their child has been immunized in accordance with the State's requirements based on grade. Full details available at ivytech.edu/cll. This can be done by simply checking the box or selecting from the menu on your registration form or profile stating that your immunizations are current. Barring rare medical conditions, there are no exemptions allowed, including those for religious or other personal reasons.
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CREATIVE ARTS
VISUAL ARTS
WATERCOLORS

Beginning Watercolor I - Afternoons
You can do it! This course is designed specifically as an introduction for the very beginning student. The basics of watercolor painting will be covered, including ways to put the paint onto paper, various supplies and materials, and composition and values. Students will complete several simple paintings, keep a reference journal, and will be asked to work on projects outside the classroom. In class, the students share their artwork and learn to improve through encouragement, gentle critiques, and advice. For the first class, students should bring any watercolors supplies they have on hand. The instructor will provide a complete list of supplies (estimated $50-$70) needed for the remaining classes. Please do not purchase supplies prior to the first class.

CRN: 30308-193
Jeanne Ellen Dutton
6 Thursdays | 2:15-4:45 PM
2/6/20-3/12/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$159 | Register by: 1/30/20

Beginning Watercolor I - Evenings
This class is designed for those who have never painted or suspect they have “no artistic talent” as well as those who may have had a bit of success with watercolor but want to improve their skills. We will begin with the very basics, learning about supplies and various ways to apply paint to paper. The six-week course will cover values, color mixing, brushwork, and texture techniques. Each class will feature hands-on activities, progressing from simple exercises to a painted piece. You may bring your own brushes and watercolor paints, but please don't rush out to buy supplies. At the first session the instructor will provide a complete list of supplies (estimated cost $50) and suggestions to help you navigate those sometimes confusing watercolor choices.

CRN: 30307-193
Nancy Metz
6 Wednesdays | 6-8:30 PM
1/29/20-3/4/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$159 | Register by: 1/22/20

Painting Flowers with Watercolor
Just in time for Spring! Learn how to capture the beauty of flowers with watercolors. We'll use a relaxed approach to capture the form, colors, and shadows of each bloom. Students will take home a finished painting or two in the form of a greeting card. This class is designed for intermediate students with previous structured watercolor classes. Lunch break will be in the classroom, so please bring a brown bag lunch and drink.

CRN: 30319-193
Jeanne Ellen Dutton
Saturday | 10 AM-2 PM
1/18/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$59 | Register by: 1/11/20
Beginning Watercolor II - Afternoons
The fun continues! This course is designed specifically as a continuing introduction to the art of watercolor. Students will continue developing the basics of perspective, composition, and color, while also exploring new techniques and styles. Students will be given homework assignments, and the weekly project will be discussed and reviewed, providing encouragement, gentle critiques and advice to encourage individual improvement. It is recommended that students take Beginning Watercolor I prior to this class, or have previous structured classes in watercolor. Please bring 140# watercolor paper, paints, and supplies previously obtained in the first class. The instructor will provide a complete list of supplies (estimated $50-$70) needed for the remaining classes. Please do not purchase supplies prior to the first class.

CRN: 30310-193
Jeanne Ellen Dutton
6 Thursdays | 2:15-4:45 PM
3/26/20-4/30/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$159 | Register by: 3/19/20

Beginning Watercolor II - Evenings
This course is an ongoing introduction to the art of watercolor, specifically designed to follow Beginning Watercolor I. Explore new techniques while continuing to discuss and work with the basics of color, perspective, and tried-and-true watercolor methods. Each class session will provide encouragement, gentle critiques, and advice to inspire individual improvement. It is recommended that students take Beginning Watercolor Part I or a similarly structured watercolor class before this course. Please bring 140# watercolor paper, paints, and supplies previously obtained in the first class. (Please don't purchase additional materials before the class; the instructor will provide a short shopping list.)

CRN: 30309-193
Carol Rhodes
6 Tuesdays | 6-8:30 PM
3/24/20-4/28/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$159 | Register by: 3/17/20

Watercolor Guided Practice
Do you know the basic techniques of watercolor but are still uncomfortable painting on your own? Do you want to achieve special watercolor ventures but need help planning and proceeding? Bring your pet projects and painting supplies to this practice lab; an instructor will be there to gently advise, monitor, and help prevent you from “painting yourself into a corner” as you work. It is highly recommended that students have previously taken beginning watercolor classes. Please bring your own painting supplies.

CRN: 30311-193
Carol Rhodes
6 Mondays | 6:15-8:45 PM
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$159 | Register by: 3/16/20
GOUACHE & OIL

Introduction to Gouache: An Opaque Watercolor
This class will cover strategies for using gouache, an opaque watercolor with a very different application from transparent watercolor. We will work from a still life setup, though students may also work from an approved photograph.

CRN: 30312-193
Tom Rhea
7 Mondays | 2:30-5 PM
2/3/20-3/16/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$165 | Register by: 1/27/20

Supply List for Intro to Gouache:
Alizarin crimson, Cadmium red light, Cadmium yellow, Cadmium yellow deep, Cadmium orange, permanent green light, cobalt blue, ultramarine blue, light purple, black, white (Windsor-Newton has best quality but Rives gouache set 12 count is only $10.59). At least three brushes, size 2, 4 and 6 (recommend sable), 3 sheets Bristol plate paper (at least 14” x 17”), 2H or HB pencil and eraser, single 10 well plastic round tray, container for water.

From the Eye to the Easel* (see next page for supply list)
Nature has a simple way of putting things together, and once you learn her tricks, you have a way of understanding any creative project you will want to tackle. For the beginning painter, the first thing you learn is to let the brush do the work for you. Painting is a right-brain activity, and once you get in the zone, your blood pressure drops, and the painting practically paints itself. Space, color, light and form become second nature.

Session I
CRN: 30313-193
Michael Teague
7 Thursdays | 2:15-4:45 PM
1/16/20-2/27/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$149 | Register by: 1/9/20

Session II
CRN: 30314-193
Michael Teague
7 Thursdays | 2:15-4:45 PM
3/19/20-4/30/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$149 | Register by: 3/12/20

Painting from Photographs & Imagination in Oil*
Do you have personal photographs or drawings you would like to see as paintings? Or maybe done in a particular style? Would you like to learn how to paint in your own style better? The instructor’s individual-based method is geared towards the personal needs of his students and emphasizes results. This class will cover everything: glazing, scumbling, and under-painting. It will also include discussion about textural versus flat paints as well as soft versus hard edge mixing. These classes accommodate new and repeat students, so continuing education can be a lifelong experience. Acrylic and mixed media artists are welcome.

Session I
CRN: 30317-193
Michael Teague
7 Wednesdays | 7-9:30 PM
1/15/20-2/26/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$149 | Register by: 1/8/20

Session II
CRN: 30360-193
Michael Teague
7 Wednesdays | 7-9:30 PM
3/18/20-4/29/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$149 | Register by: 3/11/20
Painting in Oil for Impatient & Hesitant Beginners*

In this step-by-step painting class for beginners, take a hands-on approach that is heavy on results. Much of the instruction is individualized and you will be in the middle of your first painting and picking up tricks-of-the-trade before you know it. These classes are also designed to accommodate repeat students, so continuing education can be a lifelong experience. Acrylic painters welcome.

**Session I**
CRN: 30315-193
Michael Teague
7 Mondays | 7-9:30 PM
1/13/20-3/2/20 (no class 1/20/20)
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$149 | Register by: 1/6/20

**Session II**
CRN: 30359-193
Michael Teague
7 Mondays | 7-9:30 PM
3/16/20-4/27/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$149 | Register by: 3/9/20

*Supply List for Michael Teague’s Painting Classes: (come to first class prepared to paint)*

- **Oil Paints:** Cadmium Red Hue, Lemon Yellow, Alizarin Crimson, Phthalo Blue, Phthalo Green, Sap Green, Burnt Umber, Ivory Black and a Large Tube of Titanium White.
- **Medium:** Refined Linseed Oil or Liquin, plus Gamsol.
- **Brushes:** (Rounds) #1, #4, #6; (Glats) #4, #6.
- **Canvas:** Canvas or Canvas Board (minimum size 16"x20").
- **Additional:** Tear-Off Palette Sheets, Small Jar for Storing Medium, Larger Jar for Turpentine, Pencil (2H or HB) and Paper Towels or Rags.

PASTELS & DRAWING

Introduction to Portraits in Pastel

This class will cover strategies for creating portraits in pastel, including light and shadow, combining and layering colors, and finding a resemblance. Instructor will provide individual mirrors to work on self-portraits. Depending on how fast students work, we will devote two or three class periods to work from an approved photograph(s). Please bring a photo you wish to use by the second period for approval. It should be printed out in decent resolution, no smaller than 8” x 10” (not on your phone).

CRN: 30371-193
Tom Rhea
7 Wednesdays | 2:30-5 PM
3/25/20-5/6/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$149 | Register by: 3/18/20

Supply List for Introduction to Portraits in Pastel:

- Alphacolor or Prismacolor pastel set 12, 24, or 48 count (Pygmalion’s has only the 12 ct for $10.83).
- The Rembrandt sets are expensive: 15 ct. for $43 or 30 ct. for $74, but instructor will bring an old 60 piece Rembrandt set for student use. 3 sheets approximately 15” x 20” preferably toned paper or quartered sheet of dark mat board (Pygmalion’s has Color-Aid sheets of 18 x 24” on clearance, about $2.50 per sheet).
Inventing Landscape & Other Imagery with Colored Pencil
There is logic to how natural forms are put together and appear. In this class you will learn a few tricks in order to invent objects and locations in a believable pictorial space. Additionally, you will learn how an impressionist's imagination for color can evoke not only a style but also a mood. We will explore the medium of colored pencil as a doorway into untapped creativity in landscape artistry.

CRN: 30324-193
Michael Teague
6 Mondays | 2:15-4:15 PM
1/27/20-3/2/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$119 | Register by: 1/20/20

Supply List for Inventing Landscape:
Drawing Pad (approximately 8”x10” or larger), 2H Drawing Pencil, Portable Pencil Sharpener, Pink Eraser and Ruler. Colored Pencils (not limited to these): White and Black, Light Grey and Middle Grey, Lemon Yellow and Golden Yellow, Orange, Yellow Ochre and Red Ochre (or Venetian or Tuscan Red), Bright Red and Crimson Red (or Red Purple), Purple and Purple Blue, Bright Pink and Flesh Tint Pink, Light Brown and Dark Brown, Light Blue, Bright Blue (True Blue), Dark Blue (Indigo Blue), Yellow Green (Lime Green), Apple Green, Kelly Green (True Green), Forest Green (Dark Green), Blue Green (Teal or Turquoise).

Drawing for Beginners & Beyond
Drawing teaches you first how to see, then how to translate, and finally how to imagine. In this class students will explore how to create space with line and mass with shading and how to construct and execute compositions that make even unfinished drawings look finished. Additionally, the instructor will teach the different types of pencils and their uses, as well as how to achieve effects using your eraser.

Session I
CRN: 30318-193
Michael Teague
7 Fridays | 11 AM-1 PM
1/17/20-2/28/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, Room B106
$139 | Register by: 1/10/20

Session II
CRN: 30361-193
Michael Teague
7 Fridays | 11 AM-1 PM
3/20/20-5/1/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, Room B106
$139 | Register by: 3/13/20

Supply List for Drawing for Beginners:
Newsprint Pad (18”x24”), Pencils (H2, HB, 2B, 6B, etc.), Pencil Sharpener, Conté Crayon or Charcoal (Vine and Stick) and Kneadable Eraser (Plastic or Pink Erasers also useful).

Sketching & Painting En Plein Air
We will begin each class in the Waldron and then venture outdoors to sketch and paint. We will cover topics such as materials for plein air sketching and painting, selecting a subject and simplifying the composition, doing thumbnail sketches, capturing the essence of the scene, and recording our world in sketchbooks and on painted panels. By the end of the class we will all have an amazing sketchbook full of little scenes that we explored.

CRN: 30430-193
Steve Dawson
6 Mondays | 3:30-6:30 PM
3/30/20-5/4/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$69 | Register by: 3/23/20

Supply List for En Plein Air:
Mid to large sized sketchbook, sketching pencils & pens
Optional: Watercolor travel kit and brushes, oil paints, brushes, panels, and pastels
Discovering Your MUSEum: Transforming Your Findings Into Your Art

What better place than a museum to search out your Muse? In the first and fourth weeks of this 6-week course, you will explore the Eskenazi Museum on the IU campus (est. cost of parking $20) in search of pieces that inspire your creativity. The other weeks will be studio sessions at the Ivy Tech Waldron where instructors will guide you in creating your artistic visions. You may work in drawing or water-based media about which you already know the basics. This course focuses on finding your inspiration and translating it into your artistic medium of choice; it is not focused on basic techniques. This class is a logical next step for anyone who has taken “Painting Styles of the Masters”; however, that class is not a prerequisite. Bring an HB pencil and kneaded eraser; sketchbooks will be provided.

CRN: 30337-193
Carol Rhodes & Nancy Metz
6 Fridays | 1-4 PM
1/31/20-3/6/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$95 | Register by: 1/24/20

Figure Drawing

This class goes beyond the basics of drawing and will give you a sample of an important cornerstone of artistic training—the study of the human form. Working with an assortment of traditional media, students will learn fundamental techniques for accurately and expressively drawing the human body. This class works from a nude model, with a variety of short and long poses. Bring your drawing supplies to the first class. We’ll be drawing from the very first night.

CRN: 30432-193
Cassidy Young
6 Tuesdays | 6-9 PM
3/31/20-5/5/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$89 | Register by: 3/24/20

ART HISTORY

Impressionism & Post-Impressionism

This series of slide lectures will cover the fascinating story of Impressionism, how a new movement broke the dominant power of the French Salon with new standards for painting techniques and subject matter, providing a bridge into the 20th century.

CRN: 30330-193
Tom Rhea
4 Fridays | 1:30-4 PM
2/7/20-2/28/20
Bell Trace Senior Living Community
Downstairs Chapel
$30 | Register by: 1/31/20

Paris & Berlin Between the Wars

This series of slide lectures will look at the very different art movements that emerged between the world wars in two European capitals: victorious Paris (surrealism, cubism) and defeated Berlin (dada, Neue Sachlichkeit).

CRN: 30353-193
Tom Rhea
5 Fridays | 1:30-4 PM
3/6/20-4/3/20
Bell Trace Senior Living Community
Downstairs Chapel
$30 | Register by: 2/28/20

Supply List for Figure Drawing:
Sketch Pad (18”x24”), Drawing Pencils (B to B6) Vine Charcoal, Charcoal Pencil, Conte Crayons (Brown, Red, & White), Kneaded Eraser, Pencil Sharpener.
CERAMICS

Beginning Ceramics: Wheel Throwing
In this class you will learn the basics of wheel throwing. We'll get our hands dirty and have some fun as we practice how to wedge, center, throw, form, and finish wheel-thrown objects. We'll explore the wheel as a tool for making not only functional pottery but also beautiful sculpture. Finally, we will learn about glaze and finishing techniques that put the final touch on your ceramic creations.

CRN: 30336-193
Kirsten Taylor
7 Thursdays | 6-9 PM
1/30/20-3/12/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$249 | Register by: 1/23/20

Beyond the Basics: Ceramic Surfaces
Explore the next level in ceramics with exciting surfacing and glazing techniques. This class offers guided projects with plenty of room for creative runoff. We will dive deeper into your previous clay knowledge by implementing fresh clay texturing and glazing techniques. Lessons include sodium silicate stretching, commercial glaze decals, rice paper decals, slip trailing, and glaze resist layering. Good thing open studio time is included in all classes; you'll be so excited to play with these easy and impressive clay and glaze surfaces.

CRN: 30354-193
Hilary E.E. Scott
7 Saturdays | 10:30 AM-1:30 PM
3/7/20-4/18/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$249 | Register by: 2/29/20

Finding One's Way with Clay
This class is for all who wish to learn the specifics of pinch formwork. You will explore pinch, slab, coil, and hand-built forms, stressing, centering, wedging, as well as raising pieces in one continuous movement. Field trips to the instructor’s studio to learn raku and primitive firing are planned. Finding One’s Way with Clay by Paulus Berensohn is the text and the method used for this class.

CRN: 30364-193
Jamas Brooke
7 Tuesdays | 6-9 PM
3/26/20-5/7/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$249 | Register by: 3/17/20

Intermediate Ceramics: Wheel Throwing
Looking to build new clay skills and refine existing ones? This is the class for you. We will advance our wheel-throwing techniques: centering, pulling, forming, and finishing. We will explore the wheel as a tool for making functional ceramics and sculpture. Altered wheel-thrown forms will be demonstrated. Finally, we will learn about glaze and finishing techniques. Students will gain a deeper understanding of the nature of clay, glazes, ceramic processes, and equipment.

CRN: 30424-193
Kirsten Taylor
7 Thursdays | 6-9 PM
3/26/20-5/7/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$249 | Register by: 3/19/20
FIBER ARTS

Beginning Quiltmaking 101
Learn traditional hand piecing and hand quilting skills. No sewing experience necessary to be successful. For the first class, bring sewing items you may already have – scissors, needles, pins, glue stick, thread, and reading glasses if you need them. Do not buy anything new; the instructor will have extra to borrow. Come empty handed if necessary. We will discuss a complete supply list during the first class. Finished quilt will be about 36”x 36”.

CRN: 30342-193
Judy Wagner
6 Wednesdays | 6-8:30 PM
2/5/20-3/18/20 (no class 3/11/20)
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C126
$89 | Register by: 1/29/20

Beginning Rigid Heddle Weaving
Rigid heddle looms are inexpensive, portable, quick to warp, and are the perfect way to get started weaving. In this class you will learn how to direct warp a rigid heddle loom with knitting yarn, learn the basics of weaving, and create a beautiful plain weave scarf of 5 to 6 feet in just 6 hours. Students are welcome to bring their own rigid heddle loom or rent one for $30 for the duration of the class. Yarn for your weaving project will cost $15-$30. No previous weaving experience needed.

CRN: 30487-193 (Loom Rental: 30488-193)
Linda Gardner & Linda Boyle
2 Saturdays | 1:30-4:30 PM
4/18/20-4/25/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C126
$79 ($109 with Loom Rental) 
Register by: 4/11/20

Pretty Bird Hand Applique
You will learn the fine art of hand applique using the needle turn method. Judy has studied hand applique from some of the best teachers in the country and combined their techniques into her own style and methods. It’s easy when you learn her tricks for smooth curves, sharp points, and invisible stitches. Bring reading glasses if you need them.

CRN: 30338-193
Judy Wagner
Saturday | 9 AM-12 PM
2/1/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, B104
$45 | Register by: 1/25/20

Supply List for Pretty Bird Hand Applique:
You will receive a kit in class which includes fabric, template material, needles, thread, pattern, and handouts. Please bring scissors.

Sudoku Quilt Workshop
Do you love Sudoku, the number puzzle? In this class you will make a quilt in which fabrics take the place of numbers. Lesson includes instruction for rotary cutting. Sewing machine and rotary cutting equipment required. This class is appropriate for beginner to experienced quilters.

CRN: 30477-193
Judy Wagner
Saturday | 9 AM-12 PM
4/4/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, B104
$45 | Register by: 3/28/20

Supply List for Sudoku Quilt Workshop:
Sewing machine that you know how to operate, foot pedal, extension cord, power strip, and extra needles. 18”x24” cutting mat, 6”x12” or 6”x18” acrylic ruler, 5” or 6” or larger square acrylic ruler, rotary cutter with sharp blade, paper and fabric scissors, glue stick, thread, straight pins, and reading glasses if you need them. Instructor will have a couple extra rulers to borrow.

Supply List for Rigid Heddle Weaving:
Two skeins of Chroma Twist Bulky in the same colorway available online from knitpicks.com or one skein of James Brett Marble Chunky available online at yarns.com or loveknitting.com. Please order your yarn in time to receive it before class. A tape measure and scissors are also required materials.
Creative Arts

**Basic Papermaking: From Clothes to Paper**

Make your own paper with recycled clothes. In this class you will learn the basics of preparing recycled clothes into paper pulp. We will use western papermaking techniques to make beautiful sheets of handmade paper. Students will learn methods for decorating and personalizing their sheets of paper. Different techniques for drying paper will be explored. Students will finish class with a better understanding of basic papermaking processes and sheets of their very own handmade paper. Instructor will provide more info about what types of clothes to bring.

CRN: 30326-193
Kirsten Taylor
7 Mondays | 6-9 PM
1/27/20-3/9/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$95 | Register by: 1/20/20

**Crossroads: Sewing Machine & Rotary Cutting**

Since 1937 the official motto of Indiana is “The Crossroads of America”. Many highways and railroads begin, end, and pass through our state. This quilt pattern commemorates our great state with a fun and unique block that looks more complicated than it is. You will learn a “simple twist” while stitching this uncomplicated design. Great for beginners and beyond. Sewing machine and rotary cutting equipment required.

CRN: 30494-193
Judy Wagner
Saturday | 9 AM-12 PM
5/2/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, B104
$45 | Register by: 4/25/20

**Supply List for Crossroads: Sewing Machine & Rotary Cutting:**

This will be enough fabric to make 4 practice blocks. Fabric—100% cotton, washed and pressed using spray starch. 1/3 yard light color background (plain or small print), and 1/3 yard contrasting darker color. Thread, straight pins, pen or pencil, scissors, seam ripper, and reading glasses if you need them. Rotary cutter and cutting mat . Acrylic ruler (9 1/2” square or larger). You will also need a sewing machine that you know how to operate. Don't forget the power cord and foot pedal, extension cord, bobbin, and extra needles.

**METAL, MOSAICS, & GLASS**

**Intro to Mosaics**

Our signature 6-week class is geared toward beginners and primarily self-taught students who want to learn about basic techniques, tools, and materials in mosaic art. This informative class covers cutting, proper adhesives, substrates, design/layout and grouting. Students are introduced to a wide variety of materials and will complete one project during the class, exploring both traditional and contemporary techniques. Students are encouraged to experiment with color and texture to begin to discover the possibilities of this beautiful art form. Students will purchase materials from the instructor's supply with an estimated cost of $30-$50. This can be cash or check on the first day of class.

CRN: 30325-193
Chris Elam
6 Mondays | 6-8 PM
1/27/20-3/2/20
Omosaico Studios
$89 | Register by: 1/20/20
**Contemporary Mosaic Intro**
In this workshop, students explore stone and smalti (Byzantine glass)--the rich, colorful, traditional material that has been made in Europe for centuries. Students are introduced to the traditional tools used for cutting--the hammer and hardie--and learn to apply fragments using the direct method on mortar. Students will complete a 4” x 8” piece, playing with color, use of light and texture in mosaics. Materials are available from the instructor's supply with an estimated cost of $50-$100. This can be cash or check on the first day of class.

CRN: 30355-193
Chris Elam
6 Mondays | 6-8 PM
3/9/20-4/13/20
Omosaico Studios
$95 | Register by: 3/2/20

**Basic Silversmithing & Jewelry Making**
Come practice this age-old art by crafting open-cut pendants, rings, earrings, chains and bracelets, and setting semiprecious stones. We will begin with the basics, but this class will still be interesting and fun for those with experience in metalworking. We will learn sawing, sanding, polishing, chasing, forming, and tool usage, and then build our skill and confidence through a series of projects: a simple pendant, chain, ring or bracelet. From there you'll be able to branch out into your own interests. This class sold out quickly last spring-sign up early to reserve your spot! Supplies and tool use are included in class price.

CRN: 30373-193
Jamais Brooke
7 Thursdays | 6-9 PM
3/26/20-5/7/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$399 | Register by: 3/19/20

**Glass on Glass**
In this 6-week class you will learn about the unique effects that transparency, light, and color create with mosaic on glass. Participants will complete a beautiful transparent artwork that will convey the same beauty and qualities of stained glass, but with mosaic techniques. Students are encouraged to bring in rough sketches and ideas to the first class. Substrates approximately 10” x 14” are included. Students will purchase materials from the instructor’s supply with an estimated cost of $50-$75. This can be cash or check on the first day of class.

CRN: 30489-193
Chris Elam
6 Mondays | 6-8 PM
4/20/20-5/25/20
Omosaico Studios
$95 | Register by: 4/13/20

**PHOTOGRAPHY**

**Digital Camera Basics**
In this introductory, hands-on course you will learn to use your digital camera skillfully. You’ll discover basic techniques of photography and explore strategies for taking effective portraits, landscapes and cityscapes, travel, action/sports, macro images (close-up), and more types of photos. Please bring your camera to class.

CRN: 30316-193
Juliet Frey
2 Mondays & 2 Wednesdays | 6-8 PM
1/13/20-1/27/20 (no class 1/20/20)
Ivy Tech Main Campus, D223
$99 ($89 for Seniors) | Register by: 1/6/20
Digital Camera: Beyond the Basics
This class will help you gain more creative control in your photography. We will look at the finer points of what makes a good photograph and how to avoid common flaws, and we’ll look at different areas of photography, including portraits, landscapes, black-and-white images, and macro and sports photography. We will also cover image-editing software and options for file management. Participants should bring their digital camera, camera manual, and connection cords to each class. (Students should have taken Digital Camera Basics or have a knowledge of topics covered.)

CRN: 30335-193
John Shearer
2 Wednesdays & 2 Fridays | 10 AM-12 PM
1/29/20-2/7/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, D223
$109 ($99 for Seniors) | Register by: 1/22/20

Think Like a Photographer
This course will help you start making personal statements through your photographs and thinking in terms of thematic structures. Classes will cover specific topics including, but not limited to, urban photography, landscapes, portraits of people and animals, patterns in nature, and sports. (Prerequisite: working knowledge of your camera.)

CRN: 30369-193
John Shearer
2 Wednesdays & 2 Fridays | 10 AM-12 PM
3/25/20-4/3/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C130D
$99 ($89 for Seniors) | Register by: 3/18/20

Landscape & Urban Photography
Have you ever seen a scenic vista or bustling street and wanted to capture the moment? This unique course will blend in-class discussion (Thursdays) with field excursions (Saturdays) to teach you how to capture these moments. We will explore both the technical and artistic elements necessary to photograph the world around us.

CRN: 30427-193
Juliet Frey
3 Thursdays & 2 Saturdays
6-8 PM & 10 AM-12 PM
3/24/20-4/7/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C233
$59 | Register by: 3/17/20

Cell Phone Photography
Discover the expanding world of cell phone photography. We’ll learn simple techniques professionals use to take better photos with any camera and also uncover hidden controls and unique properties of your cell phone camera. Hands-on exercises, instructor-led discussions, and photosharing opportunities will enhance the learning experience. Participants should bring a fully charged camera phone (all brands welcome) and a USB connection/charging cord to each class.

CRN: 30366-193
Andrew Behringer
3 Tuesdays | 6-8 PM
3/24/20-4/7/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C233
$59 | Register by: 3/17/20
HUMANITIES

WRITING

Exploring Chekhov
In this class we will read and discuss the work of the master writer Anton Chekhov. We will be looking at his three most famous plays, *Three Sisters*, *The Seagull*, and *The Cherry Orchard*, as well as a few of his short stories. We will read some famous passages out loud and examine various translations, while exploring his personal background and history.

CRN: 30331-193
Karina Cochran
4 Tuesdays | 2:15 – 4:15 PM
2/4/20-2/25/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$49 | Register by: 1/28/20

Reading & Writing Poetry
In this class we will be reading examples of contemporary poetry and trying our hand at writing our own. What makes a poem great? How has poetry changed over the past century? And how can we find our voice? This is not a critique class, and students only have to share work if they wish.

CRN: 30478-193
Karina Cochran
4 Saturdays | 11 AM-1 PM
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
$49 | Register by: 3/28/20

ENTERTAINING

The Magician’s Dream
Learn basic sleight of hand and the historical, psychological, mechanical, and manipulative dynamics of theatrical magic. Entertain family and friends. Fool yourself and gain an abiding appreciation of this secretive art and esoteric craft from lifelong practitioner Tom Hastings, a retired high school teacher, who has been performing and teaching magic for more than 60 years. Register early; class size is limited.

CRN: 30372-193
Tom Hastings
6 Thursdays | 6-8 PM
3/26/20-4/30/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C130D
$69 | Register by: 3/19/20

Clowning, Improvisation, & Performance
Discover a playful new side of yourself as you learn performance techniques of improvisation and clowning. This seriously fun workshop will teach a whole new set of communication skills, creative problem solving, and supportive team-work abilities. Through a variety of exercises you will uncover your comic nature, connect to your playful spirit, and help develop an artistic process that will stimulate personal growth and creative expression through performances.

CRN: 30329-193
Rosie Levy & Connie Shakalis
4 Tuesdays | 5:30-7:30 PM
1/28/20-2/18/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201
& Whikehart Auditorium
$65 | Register by: 1/21/20

Register online at ivytech.edu/cll

Addresses listed on first page.
**Discovering Gilbert & Sullivan**
Join members of the University Gilbert and Sullivan Society for an afternoon of Victorian-era musical fun as we journey through the topsy-turvy works of Gilbert and Sullivan from *Trial by Jury* to *The Grand Duke*. Just who were Gilbert and Sullivan and how did they come to write thirteen comic operas together? Who were the performers who created their most iconic roles like Koko, the Pirate King, and Princess Ida? And what are some of the challenges facing performers of these operas today? Stick around after we answer these questions and more, and we’ll sing some choruses in public—that’s mad enough!

CRN: 30347-193  
Anne Slovin  
Saturday | 2:30-4:30 PM  
2/15/20  
Ivy Tech Waldron, W201  
$25 | Register by: 2/8/20

**Bluegrass Banjo for the Beginner**
This course will introduce students to the basic 3-finger picking style of Bluegrass banjo playing. At its conclusion, students will be able to read tablature, play a few songs, play with other people, learn how to practice efficiently, pick out melodies for simple songs, and arrange these melodies into songs using banjo rolls. Please bring your own banjo.

CRN: 30429-193  
Jesse Goodman  
6 Mondays | 6-7:30pm  
3/30/20-5/4/20  
Ivy Tech Main Campus, Room D202  
$99 | Register by: 3/23/20

**DANCE**

**Country & Western Two Step**
The popularity of Country Music is on the rise and so is the dancing. Come join us for two weeks of Two Step fun. In this course you’ll learn all the basics necessary to step onto the dance floor with confidence. You’ll be turning and twirling and looking good to your favorite country singers.

CRN: 30339-193  
Mary Hoedeman  
2 Tuesdays & 2 Thursdays | 7-8 PM  
2/4/20-2/13/20  
Ivy Tech Waldron, Whikehart Auditorium  
$59 | Register by: 1/28/20

**MUSIC**

**Indiana Jazz: History, Scenes, Places, & Personas**
Join jazz musician and historian Monika Herzig, author of David Baker–A Legacy in Music, for six unforgettable evenings that combine lecture, guest performances, discussions, and good company at one of Bloomington’s finest restaurants. After an hour of Indiana Jazz History and another hour of intimate discussion with regional jazz greats, the class will move into the dining portion of the night. No prior music knowledge needed—just come, enjoy, learn and make new friends.

CRN: 30320-193  
Monika Herzig  
6 Tuesdays | 6-10 PM  
1/21/20-2/25/20  
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103  
$159 | Register by: 1/14/20
**West Coast Swing**
Who likes Rhythm and Blues Music? Who wants to learn this exciting and sultry art form? Join us for this Valentine Special treat. You’ll learn the basics of West Coast Swing along with the body movement to accent the music perfectly in this 4-hour workshop. You’ll be ready to go out moving and grooving that very night.

CRN: 30346-193  
Mary Hoedeman  
Saturday | 10 AM-2 PM  
2/15/20  
Ivy Tech Waldron, Whikehart Auditorium  
$59 | Register by: 2/8/20

**The Great Pharaohs of Egypt**
Epic in scale, the ancient Egyptian empire was headed by God-like Pharaohs whose control spread across thousands of years. In this lecture series we will meet the men, and occasionally women, who left behind not just massive temples to their own legacies but sometimes very personal stories as well. We will examine all the major Egyptian monuments and the Pharaohs that created them all the way to Cleopatra, the last Pharaoh.

CRN: 30365-193  
Dax Collins  
6 Tuesdays | 1-2:30 PM  
3/24/20-4/28/20  
Bell Trace Senior Living Community, Downstairs Chapel  
$30 | Register by: 3/17/20

**HISTORY & GENEALOGY**

**A History of the CIA**
The story of the Central Intelligence Agency has been colored by myth and countless Hollywood movies. What does the agency tasked with coordinating our nation’s espionage and intelligence activities really do and how was it created? Our lecture series will explore the creation of the agency in 1947 and follow it’s evolution into the present day. Learn about the many successes and failures of CIA operations, spying, and analysis and their role in shaping U.S. policy for the past 70 years.

CRN: 30328-193  
Dax Collins  
6 Tuesdays | 1-2:30 PM  
1/28/20-3/3/20  
Bell Trace Senior Living Community, Downstairs Chapel  
$30 | Register by: 1/21/20

**Introduction to Genealogy**
What are your roots? What is your heritage? How long has your family lived in Bedford, Bloomington, or Indiana? This course will give you the skills to answer these and many other questions about your family’s past. We will take a scientific approach as we learn about search methods and search engines, available software, and filing systems. We’ll also explore ways to print pedigree charts using different styles and formats.

CRN: 30476-193  
Keith Ramsey  
4 Wednesdays | 6-8 PM  
4/1/20-4/22/20  
Ivy Tech Main Campus, B123  
$59 | Register by: 3/25/20

**NOTE:** Art History: Impressionism & Post-Impressionism and Art History: Paris & Berlin Between the Wars are also offered. For more information please see page 8.
LIFESTYLE
NATURAL LIVING

Homesteading 101
Sustainable living is more than a passing trend, but many practitioners (or those who want to be) often lack practical information on how to successfully live off the land, especially when it comes to raising farm animals. Life-long farmer, homesteader, and Owen County native Bill Pursell guides participants through important considerations associated with homesteading. Classes will cover everything from site and animal selection to land and water management to gardening. Bill pulls the class together by also examining the business of homesteading, including budget and tax considerations, trading, marketing, auctioning, as well as topics of interest to participants.

CRN: 30322-193
Bill Pursell
5 Thursdays | 6-8 PM
1/23/20-2/20/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C126
$79 | Register by: 1/16/20

Urban Farming: Backyard Chickens
Bill Pursell explores an agricultural approach to living sustainably in this 5-week class on raising poultry. You'll learn about the different breeds, varieties, and classes of poultry, plus housing and feeding, disease and predator control, egg production, and related practices. The course will cover a wide variety of fowl, from chickens and ducks to geese, peafowls, guineas, quail, pigeons, and doves. No experience in raising poultry is required.

CRN: 30352-193
Bill Pursell
5 Thursdays | 6-8 PM
2/27/20-4/2/20 (no class 3/12/20)
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C126
$79 | Register by: 2/20/20

Urban Farming: Ruminants, Sheep, Goats, & Cows
Ruminants, sheep, goats, and cows are the focus of this five-week class geared toward the small farming operation. Learn from lifetime farmer Bill Pursell about the different breeds of dairy, meat, and fiber producing animals; housing, disease and predator control; pasture management; and feeds and feeding. Bill also brings his extensive experience to bear on the business-related side of farming, examining marketing, basic management, record keeping, and legislative issues.

CRN: 30479-193
Bill Pursell
5 Thursdays | 6-8 PM
4/9/20-5/7/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C126
$79 | Register by: 4/2/20

Introduction to Bird Song
Guide David Rupp of IndiGo Birding Nature Tours will teach this class for the first time, introducing participants to the basic skills needed to identify a bird by its song. In the classroom sessions at the Waldron Arts Center, topics will include why birds sing, how to differentiate the various sounds, and tricks for remembering these patterns. The first two sessions will be held at the Ivy Tech Waldron. The third session will be held at Bryan Park and the fourth session at Griffy Lake so that participants will get the chance to learn and use their skills in the field. While some basic bird knowledge will be helpful, it is not required.

CRN: 30426-193
David Rupp
3 Thursdays & 1 Friday | 6:30-8 PM
3/26/20-4/17/20
Ivy Tech Waldron (W201), Bryan Park, and Griffy Lake
$59 | Register by: 3/19/20
Take Control: Controlling Invasive Plants & Planting Natives
Did you know invasive plants are one of the largest threats to the diversity of our local forests? Wondering just what invasive plants might be lurking on your land and what to do about them? Interested in learning about using native plants in landscaping and how to avoid losing them to deer browse? This class is just the thing for you. Monroe County Identify Invasive Species (MC-IRIS) experts will teach you to identify many of the invasive plants in our county and how to use deer-resistant native plants in landscaping. After the talk there will be a one-hour hands-on workshop on methods to control invasive plants. Attendees will be controlling invasive plants and should wear long pants, long-sleeved shirts, and sturdy closed shoes.

Session I
CRN: 30362-193
Ellen Jacquart
Saturday | 1-4 PM
3/21/20
Karst Farm Park, Shelter 6 (The Commons)
FREE | Register by: 3/14/20

Session II
CRN: 30425-193
Ellen Jacquart
Friday | 12-3 PM
3/27/20
Indiana Center for the Life Sciences, S109
FREE | Register by: 3/20/20

HEALTH, WEALTH, & WELLNESS

Retirement Readiness
Learn about the many ways to save for retirement as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each. You will discover how to save money on taxes, manage investment risks and protect your assets from potential long term health care expenses. Above all, this course shows you how to assess your financial situation and develop a personalized plan to achieve your retirement goals. Whether your objective is to build a nest egg, protect your assets or preserve your lifestyle throughout retirement, this course helps you plan your future with confidence.

Tuesday Session
CRN: 30350-193
Doug Hughes
2 Tuesdays | 6-9 PM
3/24/20-3/31/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, Lampkin Hall
$39 | Register by: 3/17/20

Thursday Session
CRN: 30351-193
Doug Hughes
2 Thursdays | 6-9 PM
3/19/20-3/26/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, Lampkin Hall
$39 | Register by: 3/12/20
Lifestyle

Exploring Spiritual Health
Whether or not you practice within a religious tradition, it’s important to feel spiritually healthy. We’ll explore what spiritual health means from an interfaith perspective and consider ways to remain spiritually healthy. Our topics will include individual and universe, getting through tough times, peace and wellbeing, a life of purpose and meaning, and understanding our beliefs and inner truths. Participants will be encouraged to share the teachings and resources of their own traditions and practices and to learn from others. There are no right answers or one-size-fits-all conclusions. Everybody is welcome.

CRN: 30340-193
Hoko Karnegis
5 Wednesdays | 6:30-8 PM
2/5/20-3/4/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, Lamkin Hall
$69 | Register by: 1/29/20

CULINARY ARTS

Celebrating the Chinese New Year
Chef Davenport offers his take on celebrating Chinese New Year. His menu includes egg foo yong, rice, vegan sherry brown gravy, onion cakes, Vietnamese rice paper rolls, and for dessert, chocolate filled sesame balls.

CRN: 30323-193
David Davenport
Saturday | 10 AM-12 PM
1/25/20
Bloomington Cooking School
$70 | Register by: 1/18/20

Indian Inspired Crepe Cuisine
Enjoy this hands on crepe class inspired by fragrant Indian cuisine. Chef Davenport’s menu includes Indian cream spinach, chicken mushroom filling, Santosh Jain’s apple raita, and a chocolate/hazelnut filling for dessert.

CRN: 30349-193
David Davenport
Saturday | 10 AM-12 PM
2/22/20
Bloomington Cooking School
$70 | Register by: 2/15/20

We’re All Irish & Then Some
Chef Davenport creates an Irish menu complete with eggs benedict with hollandaise sauce, wine poached salmon, the classic colcannon (mashed potatoes with fresh parsley), Irish soda bread, and for dessert, Swiss cake roll. Get ready to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day with this fun and delicious class.

CRN: 30356-193
David Davenport
Saturday | 10 AM-12 PM
3/14/20
Bloomington Cooking School
$70 | Register by: 3/7/20

IVY(TECH)NOLOGY

Intro to Smartphones & Tablets
Are you only using your smartphone to make calls and calculate the tip for your waiter? Are you only using your tablet to play solitaire? In this course, we will cover a wide variety of topics so you can be introduced to the fundamentals of using your phone or tablet. The class will start with one two-hour group session. After that, you will attend a one hour 1-on-1 session with the instructor to be able to fully answer your particular questions. This course is compatible with any kind of smartphone or tablet device.

CRN: 30344-193
Andrew Behringer
2 Tuesdays | 6-8 PM
2/11/20-2/27/20
Ivy Tech Main Campus, C233
$69 | Register by: 2/4/20
**Sauce, in Context**
This class will illustrate the power and versatility of great sauces from the inside out. Chef Davenport’s menu includes a chicken casserole that creates its own sauce served over rice, pecan buttered cauliflower, jelly filled sweet yeast rolls, mixed green salad with a fresh Tao dressing, finished with lava cakes that explode with flavor.

CRN: 30481-193
David Davenport
Saturday | 10 AM-12 PM
4/11/20
Bloomington Cooking School
$70 | Register by: 4/4/20

**Cinco de Mayo**
It’s about time to celebrate Cinco de Mayo. Join us in this class and together we’ll make fresh salsa, guacamole with pomegranates, fish tacos, cheese enchiladas with red sauce, vegetable rice, and handmade tortillas. We’ll finish our celebration with pastel de tres leches cake.

CRN: 30493-193
David Davenport & Jan Bulla-Baker
Saturday | 10 AM-12 PM
5/2/20
Bloomington Cooking School
$70 | Register by: 4/25/20

**PALS**
**Unwind & Relax with Horses**
Now-a-days, we are all so busy with the hustle and bustle of everyday life that we don't take the time to unwind and relax. Join us as we focus on self-care and relaxation. Over the three courses, we will learn about self-awareness, meditation, and general exercise. This course is designed to find inner peace and discover new and different ways to take a breather from our busy lives. PALS is dedicated to providing educational opportunities through using horses. The course is designed for adults 18+. Participants do not have to have any prior experience with horses. Students will interact with the horses in various ways including riding.

CRN: 30367-193
Christina Pruitt
3 Tuesdays | 6-7 PM
3/24/20-4/7/20
PALS
$89 | Register by: 3/17/20

**Team Building with Horses**
Communication is usually the number 1 reported issue between family members and/or coworkers. Join us as we enhance your effectiveness and maximize your performance at home or at work! Over the three courses, we will learn about conflict resolution, verbal and non-verbal communication, and leadership. This course is designed to reveal strengths in yourself and show different leadership styles between the group. PALS is dedicated to providing continuous professional and personal growth opportunities through using horses. The course is designed for adults 18+. Participants do not have to have any prior experience with horses. Students will interact with the horses in various ways including riding.

CRN: 30484-193
Christina Pruitt
3 Tuesdays | 6-7 PM
4/14/20-4/28/20
$89 | Register by: 4/7/20
Beyond Bloomington

BEYOND BLOOMINGTON
BURTON KIMBLE FARMS

Mesh Wreath Making Workshop
Come to the Farm to make your own wonderful mesh wreath using the poof method. Under the direction of talented and well known local artist, Patti Crane, you will embellish your wreath with ribbons, bows, and a sign for the season. Learn the tricks and techniques to guarantee success in a beautiful completed wreath. Join the fun and take home a treasure. A light lunch will be served in the Gathering Room at the Old Farmhouse. Supplies will be provided.

CRN: 30357-193
Patti Crane
Saturday | 10 AM-2 PM
3/14/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 3/7/20

Learn to Make Scottish Bridies
Step back into the days long past and try your hand at Scottish Bridies. These hand-held meat pies were popular in the 1800s and were made to easily travel. After a demonstration on how to make the meat filling students will be able to try their hand at rolling out dough, cutting the pastry, filling and crimping the pies. Each student takes home two pies to bake at home, or to freeze for later. Vegetarian options are available upon request. Please call 812-330-4400 to let us know so we can make appropriate accommodations.

CRN: 30363-193
Anna Hudelson
Saturday | 1-3 PM
3/21/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 3/14/20

Watercolor Spring Flowers & Lunch on the Farm
Come to Burton Kimble Farms Education Center for a day of inspiration with Jeanne Ellen Dutton, accomplished artist and instructor. Spring will soon be blooming and this is your opportunity to learn how to paint those beautiful flowers popping up all around us. After a quick tutorial on how to use watercolors, students will follow along and create two or three paintings. Previous watercolor experience is not essential—just bring your creativity and we will bring the supplies. A light lunch will be served in the comfort of the Old Farmhouse. Come enjoy the country air while discovering your creative abilities with watercolor. Never painted before? This is a good place to start. You don’t think you have a creative bone in your body? We will help you find it.

CRN: 30428-193
Jeanne Ellen Dutton
Saturday | 10 AM-2 PM
3/28/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$55 | Register by: 3/21/20

Containers, Pots, & Planters
Welcome to the joys of container gardening! In this class learn how to make those fun and beautiful pots, planters, fairy gardens, and containers into stunning mini gardens. Learn which plants are made to be put in pots. Design a window box that will catch your eye and be the envy of the neighborhood. Bring your own container and we will look at what will grow into that container garden you always wanted. We will plan a design for your pot, container, or window box. You will receive handouts, some container designs, and two plants to start your container.

CRN: 30480-193
Patrick Hall
Thursday | 1-3 PM
4/9/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 4/2/20
**Beginning Mountain Dulcimer**
Randy will be back on the Farm in April to do what he loves to do—teaching folks to play and enjoy the dulcimer. Here is your opportunity to learn with a patient and popular instructor, Randy Tuell and you don’t have to already own a dulcimer because instruments will be available for your use. In this class you will learn to play simple melodies, chords, how to read the dulcimer tablature, tuning and strumming. No previous musical experience is required. This is a fun class for your own enjoyment. The last 30 minutes of the class will be devoted to added personal instruction. Some students choose to enroll in the Beginning and the Intermediate classes, bring their lunch, and enjoy chatting around the table in the Old Farmhouse during the break.

CRN: 30482-193
Randy Tuell
2 Tuesdays | 10 AM-12 PM
4/14/20-4/21/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 4/7/20

**Intermediate Mountain Dulcimer**
This class is designed to enhance the playing skills of more experienced players who want to play with others or for personal enrichment. Develop more advanced playing skills and learn Traditional, Fiddle, Gospel and Celtic tunes. Participants will learn to use a capo, play different tunings and more advanced chords and strumming. The last 30 minutes of the class will be devoted to added personal instruction. Instruments will be available for use.

CRN: 30483-193
Randy Tuell
2 Tuesdays | 1-3 PM
4/14/20-4/21/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 4/7/20

**Beautiful Writing: Calligraphy Workshop**
Come to the Farm to learn the fine art of elegant handwriting or use this as a time to refresh and polish your skill. Instructor, Pat Hutchinson, is patient and very talented as she teaches others to put their own personal touch on special projects, greetings, or gift cards. You will be learning the italic alphabet and using a special marker, which some have proclaimed to be easier than the traditional pen and ink. All materials will be provided. A light lunch will be served in the Gathering Room at the Old Farmhouse.

CRN: 30495-193
Pat Hutchinson
Saturday | 10 AM-2 PM
5/9/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 5/2/20

**Springtime Tea at the Farm**
Enjoy the beauty of Spring on the Farm and delight in tea time with friends and neighbors. The tables will be set with their best finery while you relax and take a break from the fast pace of the world. Come enjoy the delicacies of food and flavor with a hint of Southern Style and a dash of Country Living. Delight in the Old Farmhouse at Burton Kimble Farms Education Center. After tea, your hostess will share a spattering of history, poetry, and fun.

CRN: 30496-193
Dr. Judith Burton
Wednesday | 3-5 PM
5/13/20
Burton Kimble Farms
$30 | Register by: 5/6/20
Beyond Bloomington

**IVY DAY TRIPS**

**Note about transportation:**
Transportation is included in Ivy Day Trips! Please note that each day trip has different bus schedules. Most trips will include a pick up in Ellettsville, Bloomington, Bedford, Mitchell, and Orleans. The times reflected below include travel time. For detailed information about bus schedule please visit ivytech.edu/cll and search for the trip you are interested in or call us at 812-330-4400 and we would be happy to talk you through any questions!

---

**Chocolate Festival at the French Lick Hotel**
At the 12th Annual Chocolate Festival you will taste and sample your way through a tempting spectrum of chocolate creations, all made in house. This year is a French-inspired theme channeling the elegance of Paris nightlife. Join us at the fabulous hotel for a special treat!

CRN: 30343-193  
Coordinated by: Dr. Judith Burton  
Saturday | 11:15 AM-5:30 PM  
2/8/20  
Leaving from Ivy Tech Main Campus  
$59 | Register by: 2/1/20

---

**Cake Decorating at West Baden Hotel**
Join the pastry chef at the West Baden Hotel for a personal lesson with tricks, tips, and techniques on decorating your next cake with pizzazz. A 6-inch cake will be provided for you to follow along with the chef, as well as all the tools and sweet extras you need to add your own decorative flair. The cake is yours to take home, show off and take a fork to it. After the class you will have time to relax in the Atrium, enjoy a cup of tea, or browse the shops before climbing back on the bus.

CRN: 30348-193  
Coordinated by: Dr. Judith Burton  
Tuesday | 12:15-5:25 PM  
2/18/20  
Leaving from Ivy Tech Main Campus  
$59 | Register by: 2/11/20

---

**Saint Meinrad Archabbey**
Saint Meinrad Archabbey is a Benedictine monastery founded in 1854 by monks from Einsiedeln Abbey in Switzerland and is home to 80 plus monks who live, work, and pray in community. We will experience the noon prayer, lunch, and a tour of the beautiful grounds and stunning architecture. The setting is peaceful, and a prayerful atmosphere prevails. Our host will be Father Peter Gallagher from French Lick. His insights will greatly enhance this amazing opportunity.

CRN: 30486-193  
Father Peter Gallagher  
Wednesday | 9 AM-5 PM  
4/15/20  
Leaving from Ivy Tech Main Campus  
$59 | Register by: 4/8/20

---

**Kentucky Derby Museum & Tour**
We will go on a 30 minute walking tour of Churchill Downs Racetrack, enjoy a 360° 18-minute media experience that will make our hearts race and emotions soar, plus visit the two floors of the museum. Interactive exhibits will take us through every stage of a Thoroughbred’s life, from birth to the First Saturday in May. Learn about all the great history of the race ranging from the inaugural running in 1875 to the most recent Kentucky Derby champion. Experience all the traditions that have transformed the race into what it is today. Lunch will be on your own at the Derby Café.

CRN: 30490-193  
Coordinated by: Dr. Judith Burton  
Wednesday | 7:30 AM-3:40 PM  
4/22/20  
Leaving from Ivy Tech Main Campus  
$59 | Register by: 4/15/20
West Baden Gardening Guidance
Join us at the famous West Baden Hotel to learn from their gardening expertise. Plant the seed of knowledge with this class designed to help you understand how your garden grows. Start with a tour of the greenhouse and garden as grounds maintenance staff guide you through greenhouse basics and other garden-variety discussions such as soil mix and when to plant, along with a Q&A session. After the class, test out your green thumb with your own seeds and pot to take home. There will be plenty of time for relaxing as you stroll the gardens and visit the shops which surround the Atrium. Lunch is on your own. You may choose to dine at Ballard’s in the Atrium or take the free shuttle to French Lick for other food choices, shopping, visiting the museum and exploring.
CRN: 30491-193
Coordinated by: Dr. Judith Burton
Wednesday | 8:20 AM-4:20 PM
4/29/20
Leaving from Ivy Tech Main Campus
$59 | Register by: 4/22/20

May Day at Newfields - Indianapolis Museum of Art
Bring a friend and join us for this May Day celebration! The Indianapolis Museum of Art is an encyclopedic art museum located at Newfields, a 152-acre campus blending nature and art. Galleries are surrounded by gardens, water features, and will be bursting with spring colors for our visit. We will have a guided tour of the permanent collection at the museum and you will have time for leisurely browsing. Enjoy lunch on your own at the Café. The bus will leave Ivy Tech Main Campus Bloomington at 9:45am and return at 4:15pm.
CRN: 30492-193
Professor Watermelon
Friday | 9:45 AM-4:15 PM
5/1/20
Leaving from Ivy Tech Main Campus
$59 | Register by: 4/24/20

YOUTH PROGRAMES CERAMICS

Ceramics for Two
(Preschool/Kindergarten, 3½-5)
Get messy with your little one in their first ceramics class. We’ll explore the basics while building maracas, and then make a bowl, plate, or even your own keepsake handprint tile. Take advantage of the photo op while your child enjoys a wheel throwing experience. You’ll also have an opportunity to create lanterns and mobiles, make a pre-thrown cup your own, and decorate your creations with glazes. You will treasure those tiny fingerprints for years to come! Sign up early. Class is limited to six parent-child pairs.
CRN: 30345-193
Hilary E.E. Scott
6 Saturdays | 10:30 AM-12 PM
1/25/20-2/29/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$149 | Register by: 1/18/20

Ceramics: Introduction to Hand Building & Wheel Throwing (Grades 6-9)
This introductory course will encourage exploration through the hand building process. We will create sculptures using the fundamental ceramic techniques of construct, coil, pinch, and slab building. We will also explore the potter’s wheel and its many possibilities for creation. Whether the student has outgrown the younger class (grades 2-5) or is a first-timer, this class will offer an engaging array of ceramic working possibilities that fit this age group well.
CRN: 30327-193
Christie Cooper
7 Mondays | 4:30-6:30 PM
1/27/20-3/9/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$149 | Register by: 1/20/20
Ceramics (Grades 2-5)
Step into the fascinating and tactile world of ceramics. Join us as we create ceramic sculptures and pottery. We will learn basic hand-building skills: how to pinch, coil and slab-build to create sculptures and how to throw on the wheel. We will cover centering, throwing, forming and finishing.

Session I
CRN: 30321-193
Christie Cooper
6 Wednesdays | 4:30-6 PM
1/22/20-2/26/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$129 | Register by: 1/15/20

Session II
CRN: 30370-193
Christie Cooper
6 Wednesdays | 4:30-6 PM
3/25/20-4/29/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W101
$129 | Register by: 3/18/20

VISUAL ARTS

Drawing & Watercolor (Ages 7-13)
In this course students will create imagination driven projects that demonstrate fundamental drawing and watercolor techniques. Students will be given prompts designed to encourage big and whimsical ideas. They will be guided through the process of drafting, choosing a color palate, and executing their ideas into fully realized pieces of art! Supplies will be provided.

CRN: 30431-193
Madeleine Neiman
5 Mondays | 4:30-6:15 PM
3/30/20-4/27/20
Ivy Tech Waldron, W103
$85 | Register by: 3/23/20

PALS

Life Skills with Horses (Grades 2-6)
At PALS, we use horses to educate and expand our knowledge about everyday life. Join us as we discover how horses can teach us everyday life skills that we can use at home, at school, or anywhere! We will learn about boundaries, trusting others, and the nature of being flexible in situations. Students will interact with the horses in various ways, which may include riding.

CRN: 30368-193
Christina Pruitt
3 Tuesdays | 5-6 PM
3/24/20-4/7/20
$89 | Register by: 3/17/20

Life Skills with Horses (Grades 7-12)
At PALS, we use horses to educate and expand our knowledge about everyday life. Join us as we discover how horses can teach us everyday life skills that we can use at home, at school, or anywhere! We will learn about leadership, problem solving, and non-verbal communication with one another. Students will interact with the horses in various ways, which may include riding.

CRN: 30485-193
Christina Pruitt
3 Tuesdays | 5-6 PM
4/14/20-4/28/20
$89 | Register by: 4/7/20
“I feel empowered and will take action as a result of attending this class.”
- Controlling Invasive Plants Lifelong Learner

“Chef Jennifer was excellent. She taught us how to cook, not follow recipes, and it made me much more inclined to use these skills at home. 10/10!”
- Culinary Arts Lifelong Learner

“I like being an artist because I love creating new things and it is a way I can show how I feel inside.”
- Ivy Arts for Kids Lifelong Learner

“I learned so much in such a short time, information and skills that will enhance my lifetime of capturing memories.”
- Digital Camera Basics Lifelong Learner

“Growing up going to the John Waldron Art Center was instrumental in who I am today. I'd spend my summers at art camp there and it gave me the foundation to explore art related fields. I'm now looking into art schools specifically to study fashion design. Art is a huge part of my life and the Waldron gave me the structure to explore different mediums and expand off of creative ideas and make them a reality.”
- Ivy Arts for Kids Alumni

“Andrew was an extremely good teacher. He especially understood how seniors best assimilate information; and he provided excellent one-on-one instruction.”
- Intro to Smartphones & Tablets Lifelong Learner

“I like art because I like creating things. My favorite artist is my mom.”
- Ivy Arts for Kids Lifelong Learner

Tell us what you think at ivytech.edu/cll
IVYTECH.EDU/YOUTH
COLOR YOUR SUMMER!

SUMMER 2020 YOUTH PROGRAMS WILL BE ONLINE IN JANUARY.

IVY ARTS FOR KIDS (Ages 4-11)
June 1-12 ~ June 15-26
June 29-July 20 ~ July 13-24

COLLEGE FOR KIDS (Ages 11-14)
June 1-5 ~ June 8-12
June 15-19 ~ June 22-26

GIRLS CODING CAMP (Ages 11-14) ~ NASA STEM CAMP (Ages 11-14)

CAMP INVENTION (K-6) ~ BPP THEATRE CAMPS (ages 5-16) ~ & MUCH MORE!

THANKS TO DONORS LIKE YOU, KIDS WHO QUALIFY FOR FREE OR REDUCED LUNCH IN THE STATE OF INDIANA CAN TAKE A FREE CLASS EACH SEMESTER.

DONATE WHEN YOU REGISTER.